ENTERPRISE MOBILE
THREAT PROTECTION

Enable Comprehensive
Mobile Security with
Appthority & AirWatch
Secure your enterprise data and employee
privacy from mobile threats.
MOBILE SIGNIFICANTLY EXPANDS ENTERPRISE
DATA RISK
Mobile security is a growing challenge as mobile use in enterprises explodes.
In your mobile enterprise, thousands of employees interact and share critical
data across an ever-changing landscape of devices, apps and data networks.
Your VMware AirWatch EMM instance helps you manage provisioning and
devices. But for effective, enterprise-grade mobile security, you also
need real-time intelligence about mobile threats and an efficient, automated,
and integrated way to remove those threats from your enterprise.

APPTHORITY MOBILE THREAT PROTECTION (MTP)
COMPREHENSIVE MOBILE THREAT PROTECTION OPTIMIZED FOR YOUR
ENTERPRISE NEEDS ACROSS MOBILE DEVICES, APPS AND NETWORKS.
Appthority MTP is a comprehensive mobile security system that combines
cloud-scalable global protection, next-generation threat analytics, and industry
leading mobile threat management capabilities.
Appthority MTP is the most complete answer to your enterprise mobile security
needs. The advanced and flexible integration with the AirWatch Cloud or onpremise solution delivers on the Gartner recommendation to use a mobile threat
defense(MTD) solution for security and your EMM as a point of orchestration and
for policy enforcement.
Appthority MTP empowers your enterprise mobility and security teams
with powerful workflows that include proactive automation to identify and
eliminate potential threats before they become high risk incidents or breaches.
Should mobile threats enter your environment, Appthority MTP also includes
automated response and threat remediation capabilities to actively remove
those threats in the shortest time possible.

MANAGE MOBILE RISK AS YOU MANAGE MOBILITY
Appthority recognizes and extends your investment in the VMware AirWatch
device management capabilities. Through the bi-directional integration the two
systems work together for:
• Continuous Threat Protection
• Automated Mobile Threat Detection Prevention & Remediation
• Actionable Threat Intelligence
• Tailored Risk Policies
• Real-time Education & Self-Remediation
• Enhanced Data Security & Privacy

Add Appthority MTP to your
VMware AirWatch instance and
get the power to:
• Detect mobile threats in real-time
across all of your mobile users.
• Use active threat intelligence to
target specific devices for remediation
and compliance actions.
• Leverage the Appthority MTP
Mobile App for on-device protection
and direct threat remediation with
the mobile user.
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“Emerging mobile threats are
now a CISO-level concern.
Appthority is THE solution for
managing those threats.”
– CISO, Scotiabank

About Appthority
Appthority is a pioneer in enterprise
mobile security and a leader in the
Mobile Threat Defense category.
Our comprehensive mobile threat
protection solution helps customers
keep their data private and secure
from mobile device, app and network
threats. More Fortune 1000 enterprises
trust Appthority than any other mobile
security provider.
535 Mission Street | 14th Floor
San Francisco | CA | 94105
+1 844-277-7475
www.appthority.com

KEY DEPLOYMENT & SECURITY FEATURES
Appthority MTP includes a range of integration features that
leverage the unique capabilities of your VMware AirWatch
EMM instance. These include:
1. VMware AirWatch Appscan Support

Appthority MTP synchronizes its mobile threat compliance policies
directly with VMware AirWatch so that you can create and assign
powerful VMware AirWatch-powered remediation policies aligned to
Appthority-managed mobile threat policies.

2. High Risk Mobile Threat Escalation

Any high risk mobile threat detected by Appthority MTP is prioritized for
immediate synchronization with VMware AirWatch to enable immediate
remediation and compliance enforcement actions.

3. On-Device Threat Detection & Employee Protection

The Appthority MTP Mobile App (for iOS & Android) provides a complete
threat protection solution for employee devices. The MTP Mobile App
detects new threats as they are introduced to a mobile device, giving
real-time mobile threat protection. The MTP Mobile App can suggest
remediation steps directly to the employee and can escalate newly
detected threat information to VMware AirWatch for additional
compliance actions.

4. Flexible Integration Deployment Options

The Appthority MTP EMM Connector makes integration simple and
straightforward for your cloud or on-premises deployment of VMware
AirWatch. Since the EMM Connector is packaged as a separate, stand alone
integration module (VM Appliance or a Docker container image), it can
be automatically deployed in the Appthority MTP Cloud or downloaded
for deployment in your datacenter virtual host infrastructure.

About VMware AirWatch
VMware AirWatch® by VMware® is
the global leader in enterprise-grade
mobility solutions across every device,
every operating system and every
mobile deployment. Our scalable
enterprise mobility management
platform integrates with existing
enterprise systems and allows you
to manage all devices, regardless of
type, platform or ownership, from one
central console.
3401 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Tel +1-877-486-9273
www.vmware.com

LEARN MORE
To learn more about how Appthority
can solve your mobile information
security challenges, visit us at:
www.appthority.com

GET STARTED
Ready to get started?
Request a demo of Appthority.
www.appthority.com/get-started
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